
 

Durable and Compliance Labeling;
Product Support Documentation

UL RECOGNIZED | CSA/ULC ACCEPTED | GHS COMPLIANCE | INSTRUCTION MANUALS

CERTIFICATIONS

RECOGNITIONS 
• Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
• UL of Canada (ULC)
• Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
• American Gas Association (AGA)
• Canadian Gas Association (CGA)
• CE (compliance with EU legislation)



Products

Supporting Product Compliance

ISO 9001-2008 CERTIFIED

Digital Printing
We use digital technology to produce highly  
durable, UL-compliant labels, decals, and  
rating and serial plates, as well as emblems 
for applications requiring exposure to harsh 
environments. Our digital products also provide 
unparalleled production flexibility, lead-time 
reduction, and overall cost-effectiveness.

High-Speed Laser Die Cutting
This technology eliminates the cost of cutting  
dies from many print jobs. The high-speed 
operation can be used on a variety of materials, 
including specialized label stocks, foams,  
gasket materials, and plastics.

Document Printing
From 2.75” x 2.75” to 8.5” x 11” and 8 pages  
to 160 pages, we balance high-volume offset 
quantities with low-volume digitally produced 
parts that can be printed and bound within  
minutes via our industry-leading production  
value streams. The goal is to eliminate  
obsolescence by providing printed materials  
on an as-needed basis. Regardless of the print 
method, quality is exceptional and delivery is 
guaranteed. Documents Include:

• Owner’s manuals
• Instructions-/Directions-for-Use booklets
• Parts lists/layouts
• Technical training manuals
• Assembly instructions.

Dome Labels
Bring dimension to your labeling. The polyurethane clear coating on dome labels is extremely 
durable and is self-healing so it is resistant to scratches, dents or other abrasions. Double-Sided Labels

Double-sided labels have imprint that can be 
read from both sides of the label. Perfect for 
door or window labels that are being viewed 
from the inside and outside.

Screen Printed Labels
Signage, control panel labels, premask labels 
and more. Ask about our capabilities and the 
durability benefits of screen printing.

As an UL-authorized label supplier, our manufacturing facilities are subject to unannounced inspections 
four times annually, and samples are randomly pulled from our production lines for testing. Our UL-certified 
constructions ensure your label components are the best solution for the intended use, even those requiring 
chemical, fuel, and water interaction, cryogenic freezing, extreme heat, and other rigorous environments.

UL-Recognized Materials

Compliance standards clearly define label requirements for specific uses, including products and their intended environments. Underwriters 
Laboratories (UL) is the recognized leader in product safety testing and certification in the United States and globally. UL requires specific  
combinations of materials, inks, coatings, and adhesives to meet exact performance requirements on certain  
products, under certain conditions.

Our CSA, ULC, and CE recognitions ensure your pre-printed labels will meet product and environmental demands, along with regulatory  
requirements, in and outside North America.


